Make sure that no plates, milk cartons, or forks go into the trash.

At the end of the period, collect plates, recyclables and trash left on the tables.

Teach others that milk cartons, plastic forks, aluminum foil and plastic containers, do not go into the trash bin.
Help others to pour out liquids into the bucket first!

Make sure that all cartons, and PLASTIC sporks, forks, cups, and lids go into the blue bin.

Make sure that no garbage and no food goes into the blue bin!

When the bucket is getting full, let the kitchen staff know.

Put food scraps that are in the strainer into the compost bin.
Help everyone to \underline{\textit{flip}} their \underline{\textbf{plates}} against the inside of the \underline{\textbf{trash bin}}.

Teach others to \underline{\textbf{stack}} their empty \underline{\textbf{plates}} very neatly so the \underline{\textbf{stacks}} do not fall over.

When the \underline{\textbf{plate stack}} gets high, move it over and start a new \underline{\textbf{stack}}.
Teach others to put all food scraps and napkins into the compost bin.

Make sure that no plastic forks and no plastic wrap go into the compost bin.

Check plates, before they are flipped, to be sure that only food scraps and napkins are left.
Check the schedule and make sure that all **RANGERS** are at lunch.

If a **RANGER** is absent, ask an adult to help choose a **substitute**.

You are in charge of the **badges** and **gloves**! Make sure that each **RANGER** gets their **badge** and one pair of **gloves**.

At the end of the lunch period, collect all **badges** and return to the **badge bin**.